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The Ocean Book
How endangered are our seas?
By Esther Gonstalla
Description
The Ocean Book is full of easy-to-read, beautiful infographics that present the key issues
facing our oceans. Rising sea levels, growing rubbish patches and overfishing are putting our
oceans in grave danger. Though we love our oceans, we must learn to cherish them. This
book will help readers realize how we cause the problems and how we can solve them.
The Author
Esther Gonstalla, award-winning designer of The Atom Book, is much in demand for her use
of infographics to make facts beautiful. She counts National Geographic among her many
clients.
Gonstalla draws on hundreds of academic sources... distilling thousands of words into
succinct and compelling images.
Rob Lowe, Eden Magazine
This book is a masterpiece - simple comprehensive graphics & concise explanations on the
complex subject of the Ocean.
Prof Axel Timmermann, Pusan National University, South Korea
The ocean sustains all life. Understanding how it works and how we are affecting it is vital
for securing our future. The Ocean Book provides the full briefing.
Dr Tony Juniper CBE, environmentalist & author of What’s really happening to our planet?
With informative diagrams and good reference to facts, this book explores the impacts of
human activities on both marine and atmospheric systems providing an introduction to
sustainability and marine science.
Emma Lamb, International Marine Environmental consultant
I recommend this book. You will be drawn in by its informative graphic design & the
seriousness of the data with up-to-date accounts of ocean issues, from overfishing to plastics
and renewable energy.
Prof Daniel Pauly, University of British Columbia, Vancouver
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